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ROLLIN COAL
(Illinois Eligible)

BAY FILLY; Foaled May 10, 2015; Brand BN536

Sagebrush p,1:49......................... Just Say So p,3,71.54.3..................
Western Hanover p,3,50.4.................

ROLLIN COAL
Emmission Control p,2,1:54.1..........
Cole Muffler p,2,1:53.35............... Sandy's Babe p,2,20.0.1
Fox Valley Monika p,3,1:53.3..........

By SAGEBRUSH p,2,51.6; 3,1:53; 1:49 ($946,967) by Western Hanover p,3,1:50.1, SLEAZY DOES IT (M) p,1:51.3, THE SLEAZY PRINCESS (M) p,3,1:52.2, DEEE SAGE (M) p,4,1:52.2, HOSTESS USA (M) p,4,1:51.9, etc. 2016 two-year-olds include PRINCESS SAGE (M) p,2,1:56.2, UPTOWN SLEAZE p,2,1:55, RAZZLEME DAZZLEME (M) p,2,1:56.4, ILZBURGERILZBURGER p,2,1:57.4, POWERFUL INTENSE (M) p,2,1:52.3, ARTEMESIA (M) p,2,1:52.2t, SPRITED ENCOUNTER p,3,52.2, etc.

1st Dam

EMISSION CONTROL p,2,1:54.1 ($19,567) by Cole Muffler p,3,1:53.3f. 2 wins. At 2, winner Orange & Blue (Cons.); second in NCA S. at Cambridge and MWWA S. at Rushville; third at Allatoona. Dam of 3 of racing age including a 2- and 3-year-old, all raced. Dam of:

Runinonallcylinders (m, Duneside Perch). At 2, race timed 2:05h. Now 3.

2nd Dam

FOX VALLEY MONIKA p,2,51.2; 3,1:53.3 ($64,049) by Incredible Finale p,4,1:53.2f. 6 wins. At 2, 7 (2-1-1) with seasonal earnings of $25,900 and winner Active Donna V. (elim. and Final); second in Orange & Blue S. (Cons.); third in IL State Fair Colt S. (elim.). At 2, race timed 1:53.3. At 3, seasonal earnings of $30,469. Dam of 6 living foals of racing age, all raced, 7 winners. Dam of:

GLASS PACK p,2,1:50.4; 3,1:59.2h; 4,1:49.4 (g, Cole Muffler) ($998,000). 64 wins. At 2, 15 (13-17-2) and winner MNHRA S. at Carrollton, Bils S. at Martinsville, Bingo Johnnie S., Poco Penny S., $50,000 Incredible Finale S. and IL State Fair Colt S. (elim. and $50,000 Final); second in Orange & Blue (elim.); third in Cardinal S. (elim. and Final); and second in seasonals at $87,197. At 3, winner Open and Preferred at Dover; second in Rooney S. (elim.) at Yonkers and Langley Memorial (Cons.), third in North American Cup (elim.) at Mahwah, Confederation Cup (elim.) at Flambo and Windy City P. at Maywood. Racing.

DOUBLEROLLBEAU p,2,1:51.1; 3,1:50.2h; 1:50 (g, Richess Hanover) ($702,199). 38 wins. At 2, winner American National (second in elim.) and Orange & Blue (Cons.; third in elim.); second in Sarah Myers S., at Martinsville; second in Cardinal S. (Cons.) at Maywood. At 3, winner Incredible Finale S. (elim. and Final) at Balmoral, Dudley Hanover at DuQuoin; second in Langley Memorial (elim. and Final); third in IL State Fair Colt S. (elim.); At 4, winner Maarueol S. (Final; second in elim.) at Balmoral and Preferred; second in 2 Prefedrets; third in 2 Prefedrets; at 4, winner at Yonkers. Racing and a winner in '16.

OUR DRAGON KING p,2,51.2; 3,1:51.2; 4,1:49.11 (g, Dragon Again) ($615,446.23 wins. At 2, 15 (7-3-0) and winner Hanover S. and American National at Balmoral, Keystone Classic, Arden Downs and PASS at The Meadows and Abet Lincoln S. at Maywood; second in PASS and PASS (Cons.) at The Meadows and in an Open at Philadelphia. At 3, winner PASS at The Meadows; second at Philadelphia. Racing and winner 6 races in '16.

CAN'T TOUCH THIS p,2,1:53.1; 3,1:52.1-16 (m, Rockin Image) ($424,354). At 2, winner 3 ISS (elim.); winner Final; third in Final; Madison S., American National and Hoosier S.; second in ISS (Cons.); third in $200,000 ISS Super Final. Now 3, racing and winner ISS (elim. and Cons.) at Hoosier Park.

ARCHITECT p,3,1:55.1; 4,1:52.1f (Artscape) ($186,979). 19 wins. At 2, race timed 1:56.4. At 3, race timed 1:52.2.

FLOWMASTER p,3,1:53.2; 4,1:52 (g, Cole Muffler) ($135,788). 12 wins. At 2, 1st in IL State Fair Colt S. (Final); second in elim.; race timed 1:52.2. At 3, winner Dudley Hanover S. at DuQuoin; Racing and a winner in '16.

Velodrome Sophie (m, Big Bad John). Now 2 and a starter.

3rd Dam

LADY KIN by Cam Fella p,4,1:53.1. Half-sister to LAAGAPALOOZA p,3,1:51.1 ($135,134). Dam of 9 of racing age, 6 winners. Dam of:

FOX VALLEY KINCADE p,2,1:55.4h; 3,1:54.2h; 1:53.1h (Sportsmaster) ($300,009). 25 wins. At 2, winner Cardinal S. (elim.) at Maywood; third in Orange & Blue Cons. at Balmoral.

DOMINATOR p,1:50.3; 4,1:48.3 (g, Sportsmaster) ($178,050). 11 wins. At 4, winner Clever S. (leg; second in leg); third in Balmoral Park S. (leg). At 3, 1st in Dan Patch S. (elim.).

SHORT AGAIN p,2,1:55.2; 3,1:53.4 (h, Richess Hanover) ($82,660). 12 wins. At 2, second in Governor's Cup at DuQuoin and race timed 1:53.2.

FOX VALLEY LEO p,2,1:50.8h; 3,1:56.9 (g, Yankee Skyparer) ($36,790). 4 wins. At 2, race timed 1:55.4. At 3, 2nd in Farrin (leg) and Miracle Mile (leg) at Vernon Downs.


Fox Valley Cherb (m, Sportsmaster). Dam of FOX VALLEY CALLIE p,3,1:57.3h, FOX VALLEY CADDY p,3,1:52.4h and FOX VALLEY CUPID p,2,50.3t. 2016 two-year-olds include PRINCESS SAGE (M) p,2,1:56, UPTOWN SLEAZE p,2,1:52.2t, SPRITED ENCOUNTER p,3,52.2, etc.

ENGAGEMENTS
Illinois Conceived & Foaled - DuPage County Classic